Call for Papers: DIMVA 2018 (extended deadline)

15th International Conference on
Detection of Intrusions and Malware & Vulnerability Assessment

Paris-Saclay Campus, France – 28-29 June 2018

-------------------

Paper Submission: https://dimva18.hotcrp.com/
- Twitter: @DIMVACnf
- Hashtag: #DIMVA18

-------------------

Important Dates

- Submission deadline (extended): **27 Feb 2018, 23:59:59 UTC**
- Submission deadline: **22 Feb 2018, 23:59:59 UTC**
- Notification: 12 Apr 2018
- Camera-ready version: 28 Apr 2018
- Conference: 28-29 Jun 2018

-------------------

General Information

The annual DIMVA conference serves as a premier forum for advancing the state of the art in the broader areas of intrusion detection, malware analysis, and vulnerability assessment. Each year, DIMVA brings together international experts from academia, industry, and government to present and discuss novel research in these areas. DIMVA is organized by the special interest group Security - Intrusion Detection and Response (SIDAR) of the German Informatics Society (GI). The conference proceedings will appear in Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) series. DIMVA 2018 will be co-located with the ESSOS conference (25-26 June 2018).

-------------------

Topics of Interest

Indicative topics of interest include (but are not limited to):

**Intrusions:**
- Novel approaches and domains
- Insider detection
- Prevention and response
- Data leakage and exfiltration
- Result correlation and cooperation
- Evasion and other attacks
- Potentials and limitations
- Operational experiences
- Privacy, legal, and social aspects
- Targeted attacks

**Malware:**
- Automated analyses
- Behavioral models
- Prevention and containment
- Classification
- Lineage
- Forensics and recovery
- Underground economy

**Vulnerabilities:**
- Vulnerability detection
- Vulnerability prevention
- Vulnerability analysis
- Exploitation and prevention
- Hardware vulnerabilities
- Situational awareness
- Active probing
Types of Submissions Solicited

DIMVA solicits submissions of high-quality, original scientific papers presenting novel research on malware analysis, intrusion detection, vulnerability assessment, and related systems security topics. Submissions of two types are invited:

- **FULL PAPERS**, presenting novel and mature research results. Full papers are limited to 20 pages in LNCS format, including bibliography and appendices.
- **SHORT PAPERS**, presenting original, still ongoing work that has not yet reached the maturity required for a full paper. Short papers are limited to 10 pages in LNCS format, including bibliography and appendices. Short papers will be included in the proceedings. The title of short papers should start with the words “Extended Abstract”.

The paper submission website is now open: https://dimva18.hotcrp.com/

Organization

General Chairs:
- Sébastien Bardin, CEA
- Gregory Blanc, Télécom SudParis

Program Chair:
- Cristiano Giuffrida, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Sponsor Chair:
- Hervé Debar, Télécom SudParis, France

Publicity Chair:
- Manolis Stamatogiannakis, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Steering Committee Chairs:
- Ulrich Flegel, Infineon Technologies, Germany
- Michael Meier, University of Bonn and Fraunhofer FKIE, Germany

Program Committee:
- Magnus Almgren, Chalmers University of Technology
- Elias Athanasopoulos, University of Cyprus
- Leyla Bilge, Symantec Research Labs
- Lorenzo Cavallaro, Royal Holloway, University of London
- Lucas Davi, University of Duisburg-Essen
- Herve Debar, Telecom Sud Paris
- Sven Dietrich, City University of New York
- Brendan Dolan-Gavitt, NYU
- Adam Doupé, Arizona State University
- Manuel Egele, Boston University
- Ulrich Flegel, Infineon Technologies AG
- Aurélien Francillon, Eurecom
- Yanick Fratantonio, Eurecom
- flavio Garcia, University of Birmingham
- Thorsten Holz, Ruhr-Universität Bochum
- Alexandros Kapravelos, North Carolina State University
- Vasileios Kemerlis, Brown University
- Erik van der Kouwe, LIACS
- Anil Kurmus, IBM Research
- Pavel Laskov, Huawei
- Corrado Leita, Lastline
- Zhiqiang Lin, University of Texas at Dallas
- Martina Lindorfer, UCSD
- Federico Maggi, Trend Micro
- Clémentine Maurice, IRIS
- Michael Meier, University of Bonn and Fraunhofer FKIE
- Matthias Neugswandtner, IBM Research
- Nick Nikiforakis, Stony Brook University
- Roberto Perdisci, University of Georgia and Georgia Tech
- Jason Polakis, University of Illinois at Chicago
- Georgios Portokalidis, Stevens Institute of Technology
- Sanjay Rawat, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
- Konrad Rieck, University of Göttingen
- Christian Rossow, Saarland University
- Yan Shoshitaishvili, ASU
- Asia Slowinska, IBM
- Gianluca Stringhini, University College London

Sponsorship Opportunities

We solicit interested organizations to serve as sponsors for DIMVA 2018. Please contact the sponsor chair (sponsor-chair at dimva.org) for details regarding sponsorships.